
Jack Cotter @JackJCotter  

@beckyreale Just read through the #AVchat. I'm back on the level 

 Jack Cotter @JackJCotter  

RT @rfregosa: A4. Plus don't miss @PRnick 's assembling of the "Ginger Brigade" as his #CEDIATweeps 

efforts for #CEDIA12 continue #AVChat 

 

 Jack Cotter @JackJCotter  

RT @rfregosa: A4 Now that Sam's involved w/ @WiSAAssociation for #CEDIA12, then that means there 

will be Tequila involved #fact #AVChat 

 

 Sarah Fleishman @sarahfle  

Me too! :( RT @JackJCotter: Oh no got so busy and missed #AVchat #CEDIA12... #CEDIAtweepsfail 

 

 Jack Cotter @JackJCotter  

Oh no got so busy and missed #AVchat #CEDIA12... #CEDIAtweepsfail 

 

 Craig MacCormack @CraigMacCormack  

RT @PKaudiovisual: The next #AVchat will be Thursday Sep 13, 2012 Noon Pacific, an Open Mic re 

Wireless AV (anyone can ask questions) #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Looking forward to it, Rich RT @rfregosa: #AVChat as always thanks to @PKaudiovisual for moderating 

and see you all at #CEDIA12 #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

My pleasure. btw I am always looking for new topics, and hosts! RT @CEDIA: @PKaudiovisual Thank you 

for moderating! You did great! #avchat 



 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

eRT @CEDIA: Just informed the meet the #CEDIATweeps session in the social media lounge is THURSDAY 

from 2:30- 3:00. #AVchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

RT @rfregosa Harsh! But we understand. If your in a hurry during the show try the @IndyFoodTruck. 

There are lots of options. #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

RT @CEDIA: @PKaudiovisual Thank you for moderating! You did great! #AVchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

Just informed the meet the #CEDIATweeps session in the social media lounge is THURSDAY from 2:30- 

3:00. Be sure you're not early! #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

Thanks everyone! good chat! #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@PKaudiovisual Thank you for moderating! You did great! #avchat 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

The next #AVchat will be Thursday Sep 13, 2012 Noon Pacific, an Open Mic re Wireless AV (anyone can 

ask questions) #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

#AVChat as always thanks to @PKaudiovisual for moderating and see you all at #CEDIA12 



 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

@PKaudiovisual Great job moderating the #avchat! 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Thanks for the food ideas everyone! and for chatting today. I look forward to meeting you at #CEDIA12. 

WiSA is in Sound Room 6 #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

I've tried the Cuban. Tiny place. Good! RT @DraperAV: A7 Cuban cafe just off the Circle-not been but 

heard good things. #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A7 Too many to choose from! The last page of the survival guide has plenty of tips. clk.am/1id #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

RT @DraperInc: A7: Lots of fun options downtown. I like Greek Islands and Shapiros. #AVchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

A7 Cuban cafe just off the Circle-not been but heard good things. If you had more time, say couple of 

hours, try Greek's in Fishers. #AVchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A7: Lunch? At #CEDIA12? rookie..... grab some protein bars and become a show floor warrior, eat at 

night or when you get home #AVChat 

 

 CasterCommunications @CasterComm  



@PKaudiovisual Here's some #CEDIA12 steak, vegetarian and barfood suggestions, within walking 

distance. #AVchat cedia.net/blog/a-cedia-w… 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

A7: Lots of fun options downtown. I like Greek Islands and Shapiro's. #avchat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

#avchat A5 Would definitely be up for a #CEDIA12 tweetup! See you there! 

 

 Rebeca Villareale @beckyreale  

#AVChat keep your eyes peeled at #CEDIA12 you never know where Becky Duck will appear... 

yfrog.com/gytyhfsj 

 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

Thx boss! Shameless! RT @DraperInc: Another shameless plug: check out @DraperAV s #CEDIAnoir daily 

episode 1: ow.ly/i/S5jv #AVchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q7: Where is the best place to eat lunch or dinner around the expo? Better than fast food, but less than 

hour round trip #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

No, just @SciaccaTweets, singing "If you like Pina Coladas" over & over eRT @PRnick Will relaxation 

lounge have pina coladas... ? #AVchat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

#avchat A6 Lots of great educational sessions for everyone at #CEDIA12. Check them out & save 20% 

before 8/30 use code CT05 :) 



 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

Another shameless plug: check out @DraperAV 's #CEDIAnoir daily episode 1: ow.ly/i/S5jv #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@PRnick Great ideas but not unless you bring them yourself. We suggest you close your eyes and use 

your imagination. #avchat 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@DraperInc @beckyreale We welcome you aboard. Have fun! #CEDIA12 #avchat 

 Nick Brown @PRnick  

@CEDIA Will the relaxation lounge have pina coladas, hammocks and a white noise machine playing 

ocean sounds? #AVchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

Palabra.... RT @CEDIA: A6 #CEDIA12 newbies should sign up for the first-time attendees tour. clk.am/1iJ 

#avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A6 Shameless plug: the #CEDIA12 20% registration discount has been extended to Aug. 31. Register 

now! clk.am/1iK #avchat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

You asked for it :) RT @CEDIA: @rfregosa @stevegreenblatt Can you keep it tame or do we need to 

bring security to watch you? #avchat :) 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

@rfregosa You sound like a Rat Pack-style lounger! #AVChat ow.ly/i/Sg8A 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  



Joining @beckyreale as an #UnofficialCEDIATweeps ... great idea! #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A6 #CEDIA 12 newbies should sign up for the first-time attendees tour. clk.am/1iJ #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A6: Check out @CEDIA new First Time Attendeee tours where you'll be guided along the show floor by 

an "experienced" Expo Ambassador #AVChat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q6: 10 mins left: Time for plugs, promotions, and any other questions you might have for the group. Any 

advice for #CEDIA12 newbs? #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@rfregosa @stevegreenblatt Can you keep it tame or do we need to bring security to watch you? 

#avchat :) 

 Rebeca Villareale @beckyreale  

I'm of the #UnofficialCEDIATweeps RT @rfregosa: I'll bring Vodka RT @stevegreenblatt: #avchat @CEDIA 

planning Meet the #CEDIATweeps session 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

@CEDIA thanks! will check it out! #avchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

I'll bring the Vodka RT @stevegreenblatt: #avchat A5 @CEDIA planning Meet the #CEDIATweeps session 

in the social media lounge Wed 2:30- 3:00 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  



RT @stevegreenblatt: #avchat A5 @CEDIA is planning a Meet the #CEDIATweeps session in the social 

media lounge Wed from 2:30- 3:00. @rfregosa & I will be there. 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

A5: Agreed, the social media lounge makes good sense. We can just use the #CEDIA12 and #AVTweeps 

hashtags to otherwise meet-up. #avchat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

#avchat A5 @CEDIA is planning a Meet the #CEDIATweeps session in the social media lounge Wed from 

2:30- 3:00. @rfregosa & I will be there. 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A5: but seeing as we have the official Social Media Lounge everyone is invited to come by and meet one 

another & the #CEDIATWeeps... #AVchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A5: There was an unoffical #AVTweeps tweetup last year, but I'm unaware of an official @CEDIA 

tweetup #AVChat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@DraperInc The social media lounge will be in crossroads hallway. #avchat 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q5: So no specific Tweet-ups at #CEDIA12? Should we just plan to meet-up at the WiSA / Sam Runco 

Party? Don't mean to plug myself #avchat 

 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

:) RT @rfregosa: A4. Plus don't miss @PRnick 's assembling of the "Ginger Brigade" as his #CEDIATweeps 

efforts for #CEDIA12 continue #AVChat 



 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

It's for men too! RT @CEDIA: @PKaudiovisual for the women the WomenInCE breakfast is early Saturday 

morning. clk.am/1iI #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A4. Plus don't miss @PRnick 's assembling of the "Ginger Brigade" as his #CEDIATweeps efforts for 

#CEDIA12 continue #AVChat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@PKaudiovisual for the women the WomenInCE breakfast is early Saturday morning. clk.am/1iI #avchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A4 Now that Sam's involved w/ @WiSAAssociation for #CEDIA12, then that means there will be Tequila 

involved #fact #AVChat 

 

 Nick Brown @PRnick  

(Tardy Slip) I'm looking forward to @MichiuKaku keynote. Love an occasional late-night viewing of "How 

the Universe Works." #AVchat #CEDIA12 

 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

A4. EXPO After Hours pty = fun. Awards banquet = party more than banquet this year, bringing back live 

music w/a little jam session.#avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A4 Other networking opportunities at #CEDIA12 include the Welcome Reception and After Hours Party. 

clk.am/1iH #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  



A4: @WiSAAssociation is sponsoring a party with Sam Runco this year, I'll be working that. The  are not 

out yet, stay tuned! #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A4. I'm a big fan of the @CEDIA #CEDIA12 After Hours Parties and @CrestronHQ always puts on a good 

soiree #AVChat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A4 The Electronic Lifestyles® Awards Celebration will be in a new networking friendly format at 

#CEDIA12! clk.am/1iG #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

Still looking for info on Social Media Lounge on #CEDIA site...I must be looking right at it... #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q4 (cont.) Are there any cool breakfast sessions with a intense one hour lecture for early birds like me? 

#avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A4. See A3 from me... #AVChat 

 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

@beckyreale It's hard but so much fun to see the excitement of the winners. #avchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A3. Don't forget all the parties! and a nice list courtesy of @ce_pro and the #CEDIACEPro peeps 

bit.ly/No3tQ3 #AVChat 

 



 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q4: What #CEDIA12 networking events, parties, or lunches have you heard about? Which have been 

good networking events in the past? #avchat 

 

 Rebeca Villareale @beckyreale  

@Antcliff10 I give you all so much credit for keeping mum on winners! Very cool to announce during the 

show this year. #AVchat 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@beckyreale You can check out the Manufacturer finalists here: clk.am/1iF #avchat 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

RT @rfregosa: #AVChat See, reason enough for attendance at #CEDIA12 - you can drink free beer and 

walk the show floor ! 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@rfregosa Social media lounge, First-time attendee tours, new courses and more! clk.am/1iE #avchat 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

@beckyreale We are also announcing the Manuf. Winners on Friday morning of the show. First time 

Ever! #avchat 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

Sorry A3 : Tons. First-Time Att. Tours, SM Lounge, Security Sol. Area - cutting a car in 1/2, More info 

here: bit.ly/Pf8TP5 #AVchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@beckyreale We saw some great things on the manufacturer and designer side! (Can't wait to share, It's 

so hard to keep secrets!) #avchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

#AVChat See, reason enough for attendance at #CEDIA12 - you can drink free beer and walk the show 

floor ! 



 

 Jamie Riley @Antcliff10  

Q3: Tons. First-Time Att. Tours, SM Lounge, Security Sol. Area - cutting a car in 1/2, More info here: 

bit.ly/Pf8TP5 #AVchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

A3: Have I overlooked a #CEDIA Tweetup? #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@rfregosa The beer is at the membership lounge. But your more than welcome to drink you beer in the 

social media lounge. #avchat 

 Rebeca Villareale @beckyreale  

@CEDIA Wondering if, without giving anything away, you saw anything really unique in this year's EL 

awards project entries? #AVchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A3: What can we expect different at #CEDIA12 for attendees, that may be different from past Expos? 

#AVchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

Hmm.... Is anything we can do to help anybody out? We want everyone to be prepared #CEDIA12. 

#avchat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

#avchat A2 looking to schedule more appointments and booth visits than in the past. Worked well at 

InfoComm12 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  



@CEDIA will we have enough chilled beers at #CEDIA12 Social Media Lounge, to quench everyone's 

thirst for beverage & knowledge :) #AVChat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@rfregosa @stevegreenblatt You are both doing a good job as #CEDIATweeps. Thank you! #avchat 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

A2 Will be concentrating on getting folks' eyes on our screen surfaces under projection (that sounds 

painful doesn't it?) #AVchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q3: Since @CEDIA is in this chat, does anyone have any questions about the show for them? @CEDIA, 

questions for the group? #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@DraperAV Twitter is a great way to connect with attendees at #CEDIA12. #avchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

@stevegreenblatt is also one of the #CEDIATweeps Social Media Ambassadors for #CEDIA12, and doing 

a great job of it #AVChat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  

#avchat A1 (cont.) Going to CEDIA to network and meet with manufacturers about control module 

development. 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

I don't know the answer. Will try to find out RT @rfregosa: @PKaudiovisual - what is @WiSAAssociation 

goal for #CEDIA12 attendance? #avchat 

 

 stevegreenblatt @stevegreenblatt  



#avchat Hi Steve from Control Concepts. A1 We went for 5 years, took a few off & back last year and 

this. 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

A2 We are using Twitter again to help tell #CEDIA story in different way. Last year we did a tweeting 

projection screen. #AVchat 

 

 Rebeca Villareale @beckyreale  

@rfregosa You're very kind :) Working the booth is always a great learning experience for me. PS I'm 

stoked about your Blog Mob gig! #AVchat 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

@PKaudiovisual - what is @WiSAAssociation goal for #CEDIA12 attendance? #AVChat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

A2: I can't say I am doing things different because its my first @CEDIA expo and working a show with the 

@WiSAAssociation. It's new #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

#AVchat - beckyduck is being modest, they're one of the anchor vendors at every @CEDIA Expo and 

Industry Icons... 

 

 Rebeca Villareale @beckyreale  

#AVchat Hi, Becky from Middle Atlantic here. A1 I'll be there working our booth 3038. A2 Nothing 

different, just want to help our customers 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A2 We have a lot of new stuff we're planning! You can find it all here: clk.am/1iB #avchat 

 



 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

A2: The ever-modest @DraperAV has just started sending the daily episodes of a fun little #CEDIA12 noir 

serial. #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A2: Way different role this year as a member of the press & as a @CEDIA Ambassador, along the way I'll 

also be doing my regular biz #AVChat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Likewise, that goes for all my tweeps in this chat. RT @DraperInc: @PKaudiovisual Hope to meet you 

then! #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

A1 I will be there a couple of days as well. #AVchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

Excited to see so many people coming to #CEDIA12! Be sure to introduce yourselves to CEDIA staff 

(We'll be in red shirts). #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q2: Are you planning on doing anything different at this year's #CEDIA12 Expo? Sounds like @rfregosa 

has a new role at the show #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A1 cont: my first @CEDIA Expo was in 1991, went for 11 years took 8 off and this is my 2nd one back 

since #AVChat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  



@PKaudiovisual Hope to meet you then! #avchat 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

A1: #CEDIA12 will be my first time attending a CEDIA expo. I will be working with the @WiSAAssociation 

mostly in Sound Room 6 #avchat 

 

 Kelly Perkins CTS @vaddio  

a1) Hi Kelly P here from Vaddio - we don't do CEDIA - although I wish we did. Sounds fun! #AVChat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

A1: yes as a member of the @CEDIA #CEDIATweeps and @ce_pro "Blog Mob" #AVChat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

A1: We'll be there, booth 5025. I have attended several #CEDIA shows, but not every year. #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

A1 We'll be there and we'll be everywhere! (Imagine what would happen if we didn't show up!) #avchat 

 

 Cary Audio @caryaudio  

RT @CEDIA: #CEDIA12 is the official hashtag for the show. #avchat 

 

 Mike Brandes @MikeBrandesAV  

A1: Unfortunately higher ed admin's don't see the benefit in sending to a residential heavy show. So i'm 

sitting #cedia12 out. #AVCHAT 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q1: Are you going to #CEDIA12 this year? Are you working a booth, room, or in the aisles? How many 

times have you been before? #avchat 



 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

Whew! Thanks @CEDIA! That's what I've been using! #CEDIA12 #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Real Q1: Are you going to #CEDIA this year? Are you working a booth, room, or in the aisles? How many 

times have you been before? #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

@PKaudiovisual Why thank you! Don't worry. We know you'll be great! #avchat 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

#CEDIA12 is the official hashtag for the show. #avchat 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

#AVChat #CEDIA12 edition starting now - #AVTweeps come and join the conversation.. 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

OK so I guess my first unofficial question is what is the hashtag for this year's expo, #CEDIA12 or #CEDIA 

ot #CEDIA2012? #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

good to "see" everyone! #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Hi Rich, Mike, Penny, and Terry. And Hi @CEDIA, you are our guest of honor. [blushes] I hope I don't 

screw this up! #avchat 

 



 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

Glad to have @CEDIA with us today! #AVChat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Tip: If you are using Tweetchat, set your refresh speed to 5 secs #avchat 

 

 CEDIA @CEDIA  

Hello #AVTweeps and #CEDIATweeps. We're on the #avchat today! 

 

 Richard Fregosa @rfregosa  

Rich Fregosa - Fregosa Design - #CEDIATweeps and overall Digital Concierge #AVChat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  

We manufacture projection screens, lifts, and window shades btw. :) #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

A0 - I'm Paul Konikowski, an independent technology consultant located in NorCal. I'm also today's host 

of #AVchat #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. AV Feed @DraperAV  

Q0 Terry, also with Draper #AVchat 

 

 Mike Brandes @MikeBrandesAV  

I'm Mike Brandes, A/V System Support/Design at Palm Beach Atlantic University (end user). #avchat 

 

 Draper, Inc. @DraperInc  



I'm here for #AVChat! Penny at Draper. Definitely excited about #CEDIA12. Or #CEDIA2012. Depends 

who you ask... #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Q0 - Who's chatting with us today? Please take a moment to introduce yourself to everyone, are you a 

mfg, integrator, or end user? #avchat 

 

 Paul Konikowski @PKaudiovisual  

Hello #AVtweeps and #CEDIAtweeps, and welcome to #AVchat. Today we will be chatting about the 

upcoming #CEDIA12 Expo #CEDIA #avchat 

 


